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• How would your organization be different if all 
of your engineers could build, test and deploy 
their own code ...

• ... and were responsible for fixing what they 
broke at 3am ?
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Hi, everyone.  Thanks for attending my talk.

I’m going to talk about how recent business and technical challenges at Netflix made it essential for us to come up with a self service 
pipeline for our streaming service development that lets any engineer build and deploy code to production.  I’ll describe the very different 
situation we were in a few years ago, some of the cultural and technical factors that got us to where we are today, and of course plenty of 
details on the solution we came up with.  

I hope you’ll get inspired by some of these ideas to try them out yourselves, and I’ve left tried to leave plenty of time for questions, so 
feel free to speak up at any point.   
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Gareth Bowles
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I’m Gareth, I’ve been with Netflix for about 3 years. 
I started started out selling frozen bananas, (that’s a reference to Arrested Development, which you can watch on Netflix, if explanation is 
needed). 
but soon moved to the Engineering Tools team, which is responsible for developer productivity across all of our engineering teams.  We’re 
responsible for that self-service build and deployment tool chain that I’m going to describe.
I’m originally from England, so Americans might hear a couple of odd turns of phrase - although I’m trying really hard to say “Adgell” 
instread of “Ajyle”.   
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Who here ISN’T familiar with Netflix ?

Thanks to all of you who are customers !

From outside we might look like an entertainment company, but we’re essentially a technology organization that serves up the 
entertainment and collects a ton of data on how watches what, when they watch it, and how much they watch.  Then we continuously 
analyze all that data to improve our customers’ entertainment experience by making it easy for them to find things they want to watch, 
and making sure they have a top quality viewing experience when they get comfy on the sofa (or the bus, or in the park, or wherever they 
can get connected). 
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Netflix is the world’s leading Internet television 
network with more than 36 million members in 40 
countries enjoying more than one billion hours of TV 

shows and movies per month, including original 
series.

Source: http://ir.netflix.com
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Some data that might be new to some of you guys.  Our membership is growing fast and we’re now in more than 40 countries - USA & 
Canada, Latin America, UK & Ireland, and the Nordic countries in Europe.

The amount of content our viewers are watching is growing, too.  Fun fact - a billion hours of video is about 114,000 years.   

We recently moved into creating original content (such as House of Cards, Arrested Development and Orange is the New Black), and we’re 
working on expanding that aspect of our content. 
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The Challenge

• We need to innovate rapidly, driven by:

• Global competition

• New connected devices 

• Continuous customer feedback

• And we need fast rollback
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Let’s take a look at the challenges Netflix faces today.
For Netflix, the customer experience drives everything about our bottom line.  Essentially, our product is customer experience.  So the software that 
delivers the experience must be good, but it isn't any good at all until it’s in production and impacting the customer experience.
And we are constantly evaluating our customers' experience by making changes to our software.  The quicker we can try out those changes, and the 
quicker we can make more changes based on what we learn from our customers’ feedback, the better our customer experience continues to become.
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The Challenge
• We need to scale to cope with:

• Growing customer base

• Peaks in demand:

• Special events: holidays, Oscars

• Daily fluctuations (weekdays vs. 
weekends, daytime vs. evening) 
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We also have many scaling challenges, due to our international expansion (we’re also fortunate that our customer base is growing in 
most of our established countries).
We get a lot of peaks and troughs in demand, too.  Holidays are a big one as people give Netflix subscriptions to their friends and family.  
There’s significant fluctuation in traffic depending on the day of the week and the time of day as well.
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Things That Help

• We can push out updates whenever we like

• Company culture
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We have a few advantages that help us to meet these challenges.
We can update our streaming back end and clients whenever we like, so we can continually roll forward without having to maintain much 
backward compatibility.  We do have to bake our clients into some devices, but the number of those is getting smaller.
At least as much as any technical factors, Netflix’ culture was what enabled us to get to the place I’m going to describe in this talk.  More 
on that in a few slides’ time.
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Things That Got in Our Way
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As well as some major advantages, there were a quite few barriers to our progress.  This is what the main one looked like.
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A Few Short Years Ago ...

• Monolithic web app

• Single points of failure

• Releases were done by following runbooks

• DC-based infrastructure

• Different teams used different tools
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Going back 4 or 5 years, Netflix streaming service was provided by a monolithic web app that was starting to crumble under its own 
weight; it was getting difficult to run it on a single JVM.
The architecture included single points of failure such as a proprietary SQL database server.  A storage failure on the database once took 
Netflix down for days.
Many development teams were contributing to the same app, which made releases hard to coordinate.  Updates were released to 
production by our IT team following a runbook ,which made them error prone. 
Everything ran from our data center, so scale was limited and procurement times for new hardware were long. 
And there wasn’t much standardization on development and deployment tools between different teams, so collabaration was impeded.
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Meeting the Challenge
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So, let’s take a look at how we faced our challenges, and solved our agility and scalability problems.
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http://www.slideshare.net/reed2001/culture-1798664
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We couldn’t have done it without our company culture, which we’re quite proud of.  In fact, you might find it difficult to effect similar 
changes without at least some of these aspects. 

Here are some key aspects of the culture that helped us to meet our technical challenges.  

http://www.slideshare.net/reed2001/culture-1798664
http://www.slideshare.net/reed2001/culture-1798664
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Freedom and Responsibility

• Hire mature people who work well with 
others

• Give them the context for company success

• Then get out of their way

• But hold them responsible for results
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You can boil pretty much all of the 126 slides in the Netflix culture slide deck down to the phrase “Freedom & Responsibility”.
Netflix strongly believes you can’t make innovation happen, but you can remove many of the obstacles that stop it from happening.  So, wherever we can, we strive 
to get out of the way of the people who are "getting it done" .
- We make sure people know what is needed for the company to succeed.  
- We hire smart people who are capable of getting that done, and give them the FREEDOM to do 
    it in whatever way they believe will best accomplish the task.
- We hold them RESPONSIBLE for the results.
This is true for each development team.  And it’s true for each individual on the team.
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Context, not Control

• Be transparent about what the company needs 
to succeed

• Minimize the processes people need to go 
through to achieve success

• Value results, not planning and process
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We try to let people be as creative and productive as possible by removing process obstacles from their way.   
We’re extremely data driven as a business, so we tend to value results over opinions.
An example of this, combined with freedom & responsibility -  I didn’t have to ask permission from anyone at Netflix to do this talk, and nobody 
had to vet it for me.  I was free to talk about what I think will best promote Netflix’ interests.
And I didn’t have to go through expense approval.  Our 5-word expense policy: act in Netflix’ best interests.
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Highly Aligned, Loosely Coupled

• Clear strategy and goals

• Team interactions focus on strategy, not tactics

• Minimal cross-functional meetings

• Occasional post-mortems to increase 
alignment 
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We want our teams to have a common goal and work together on the strategy to achieve it ...
... but they are free to figure out their own tactics to make that happen.
Regular cross-functional meetings are nearly always geared towards alignment on goals and strategy, and are usually at manager level ...
... but ad hoc cross-team meetings between engineers are very common.  We tend to hire people who know how to get things done by 
themselves, so they reduce management overhead by figuring out who they need to meet with.
If we get a result we aren’t happy with, we’ll hold an incident review to figure out how to avoid it happening again. 
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What This Helped Us Achieve

• DVD to Streaming

• DC to cloud

• US-only to 40-plus countries
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Here are some of the major moves that our culture helped us to achieve, each in a very short timescale with a fairly small team of 
engineers.
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Architecture

Credit: Steve Somers
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Now to get a bit more technical.  We made some radical architecture changes to achieve our goals of agility and scalability.
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Key Changes

• Service oriented architecture

• Many small teams, each providing their own 
interconnected service

• Deploy on Amazon Web Services

• Increased reliance on open source
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We split up the monolithic web app into many interconnected services.  Now every team can manage their own release schedule. New 
code updates frequently, and the pace slows for mature services. Teams are responsible for managing interface evolution and 
dependencies themselves. Freedom and responsibility again.
We’re a Java shop, and each service is provided as a shared library or a web application.
We used AWS for deployment to solve our scaling issues, and to abstract away the infrastructure our service runs on so that development 
teams could make changes fast without having to wait for hardware allocation. 
And we switched away from some very expensive proprietary software products and replaced them with open source tools.  Partly so that 
we could fix and enhance the tools when we needed to, and also because using the AWS cloud dictated some architecture changes that 
didn’t fit the proprietary tools.  An example of the second aspect - in the cloud you have to assume that your servers will fail at some 
point, which is quite a paradigm shift for critical machines such as database servers.  So we switched to Cassandra to get far more 
scalability and redundancy than we could have achieved with our old proprietary SQL database.
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Highly aligned, loosely coupled

• Services are built by different 
teams who work together to 
figure out what each service 
will provide.

• The service owner publishes 
an API that anyone can use.
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It’s worth calling out how the “highly aligned, loosely coupled” principle applies to a service oriented architecture.
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What AWS Provides

• Machine Images (AMI)

• Instances (EC2)

• Elastic IPs

• Load Balancers

• Security groups / Autoscaling groups
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Using Amazon Web Services lets us stop worrying about procurement of hardware - servers, network switches, storage, firewalls, load 
balancers ...
AWS allows us to scale up and down without worrying about exceeding or underusing data center capacity.
And since every AWS service has an API, we can automate our deployments and throw away all those runbooks. 
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Freedom and Responsibility

• Developers deploy when 
they want

• They also manage their own 
capacity and autoscaling

• And fix anything that breaks 
at 3am!
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Here’s how the “freedom & responsibility” principle applies to our development and deployment architecture.
Freedom - engineers deploy when and how often they need to, and control their own production capacity and scaling.
Responsibility - every engineer in each service team is in the PagerDuty rotation in case things go wrong.
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This is an overview of our current architecture.
2 billion requests flow in from all kinds of connected devices - game consoles, PCs and Macs, phones, tablets, TVs, DVD players, and 
more.
Those generate 12 billion outbound requests to individual services.  The diagram shows some of the main ones: the personalization 
engine that recommends what to watch based on your viewing history and ratings, movie metadata to give you information about what 
you’re watching, and one of the most important - the A/B test engine that lets us serve up a different customer experience to a set of 
users and measure its effect on how much they watch, what they watch and when the watch it. 
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This is an overview of our current architecture.
2 billion requests flow in from all kinds of connected devices - game consoles, PCs and Macs, phones, tablets, TVs, DVD players, and 
more.
Those generate 12 billion outbound requests to individual services.  The diagram shows some of the main ones: the personalization 
engine that recommends what to watch based on your viewing history and ratings, movie metadata to give you information about what 
you’re watching, and one of the most important - the A/B test engine that lets us serve up a different customer experience to a set of 
users and measure its effect on how much they watch, what they watch and when the watch it. 
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Build and Deployment
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That’s the big picture of our technical architecture.  Now I’d like to show how my team, Engineering Tools, makes it as easy as we can to 
build and deploy it. 
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The Audience

• ~700 engineers

• Large majority are developers

• Test engineers

• Delivery teams

• Operations & reliability engineering
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Engineering Tools supports all of Netflix’ engineering teams (Netflix maybe isn’t as big as you thought, we’re definitely not on the Apple 
or Google scale - although we are much more specialized than them).
Most of the engineering team consists of senior engineers who do development (we have a very flat management structure of senior 
engineers, managers, directors, VPs and execs, we don’t hire junior developers and we don’t bother with a complicated set of engineer 
titles). 
We do also have test engineers who concentrate on making sure that new features will work, delivery engineers who get the new code 
deployed, and an operations & reliability team who are responsible for monitoring our production deployment and working with the dev 
teams to fix production problems (that’s where the 3am pages come in).
Each service team is free to organize their own roles.  Smaller teams may have developers write, test and deploy everything, while larger 
teams will divide up the roles. 
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Our Goal

• Lower the barriers to build, test and 
deployment until the entire process is 
accessible to every developer.
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In order to let all of our development teams innovate at the pace we need, we simply HAD to  come up with a  way to put the entire 
process of--not just developing, but--testing, building and deploying into production, directly into the hands of every developer working 
on the project...without distracting them from development.  In other words, the topic of our talk:  "Self-service Build and Deployment"
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The Team

• 11 engineers and 1 director (but we’re hiring !)

• Developers, build / release engineers, DevOps

• Specialize, but understand the full stack

• Service oriented  
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The Engineering Tools team does not DO builds or deployments for any teams.  We provide the tools to make building, testing and 
deploying simple and pain free.
Developers bring in the expertise to create their product.  We provide them with the toolset to take their product from their desktop into 
production...themselves.
There are four steps to making an effective set of self service tools.
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Self-Service Build & Deployment

• Channel best practices
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We continuously look for the best tools for the job, from inside and outside the company.
We don’t always roll our own, we’ll use open source and third party solutions wherever they fit.
Whenever it’s appropriate, we open source our in-house tools to seed further improvements.
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Self-Service Build & Deployment

• Channel best practices

• Promote, don’t dictate
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In keeping with Freedom and Responsibility, we don't dictate what tools teams should use, we promote what we have.  Nobody has to use 
our tools.  If our tools don't scratch an itch they won't get used.  Teams only have to use the tools they need, we don't impose a whole 
tool chain on them.
If a team has a one-off need, they can address that as they see fit. If the need grows within the company, the Engineering Tools team can 
choose to adopt the tool and leverage it to promote new best practices to other teams.
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Self-Service Build & Deployment

• Channel best practices

• Promote, don’t dictate

• Make adoption easy
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If we’re going to propagate tools in an environment where we can’t dictate the usage of the tools, then the tools MUST be easy to adopt, 
and easy to use.  They have to make the task easier all around than whatever the development team is currently using.
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Self-Service Build & Deployment

• Channel best practices

• Promote, don’t dictate

• Make adoption easy

• Make tools flexible
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...and the tools must be flexible.

We try to make tools easy to adopt and use by hiding complexity wherever we can, but still providing powerful functionality where it’s 
needed.  We’ll see some examples of this as we look at some of the tools in the self-service pipeline.
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Building

Perforce / Git

libraries

source

Ant targets

Ivy

Groovy all over

snapshot / release 
libraries / apps

app bundles

Jenkins

sync

resolve

buildcompile report

publishtest

Artifactory
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Here’s our build / continuous integration pipeline.  Jenkins is the CI server that holds it all together.
Changes to source code in our Perforce and Git repositories are picked up by Jenkins, which builds the code and runs tests.
Because we have so many interconnected services, most teams provide a client library to talk to their service, implemented as a shared 
library.  Client services import these libraries as build dependencies from our Artifactory binary repository.
Once a service has been built, it’s published to Artifactory so that other services can use at as a dependency, and also as an app bundle 
(usually an rpm package) for deployment.
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Here’s our build / continuous integration pipeline.  Jenkins is the CI server that holds it all together.
Changes to source code in our Perforce and Git repositories are picked up by Jenkins, which builds the code and runs tests.
Because we have so many interconnected services, most teams provide a client library to talk to their service, implemented as a shared 
library.  Client services import these libraries as build dependencies from our Artifactory binary repository.
Once a service has been built, it’s published to Artifactory so that other services can use at as a dependency, and also as an app bundle 
(usually an rpm package) for deployment.
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Is That Really Self-Service ?
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That’s all well and good, but everybody does continuous integration these days, right ?  And don’t you need a bunch of build and release 
engineers to maintain it, and IT people to allocate new build servers for you ?
So, what did we do to really make things self service ?
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Common Build Framework

• Define a build with just a few lines of Ant code

• Templates for libraries and webapps

• Override standard targets if you need to   
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The Common Build Framework, based on Ant and Ivy, is the heart of our build system.  
We chose Ant over Maven to give users maximum flexibility without enforcing a lot of conventions, but then created a comprehensive set 
of Ant targets that hide most of Ant's complexity from the user. 
The vast majority of users can create a build for their service by writing just a few lines of Ant code that define the name of their service 
and import a set of template targets for what they want to build.
All of the standard targets can be overridden, so the common build framework adheres to the principle of being easy to adopt but 
powerful if you need it.
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Jenkins Job DSL
• Define Jenkins build jobs using a domain 

specific language (based on Groovy)

• Loop to create multiple jobs (e.g. for building 
different branches)

• Make one change and rerun to update all jobs

• The code is the configuration

• https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Job
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The standard way to set up a Jenkins job is via a pretty complex UI.
Teams often need multiple jobs and create new ones by copying existing jobs, which could contain errors.
Since jobs are hard to maintain, many teams will create one complex, parameterized job to perform multiple variations of a build.  With 
the DSL, they can split that into a set of simple jobs based on the same template.
Job DSL is a Jenkins plugin that lets you define your jobs as Groovy code.  The code is the configuration.
We’ve defined templates for different types of build that most teams can just use off the shelf. 

https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Job+DSL+Plugin
https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Job+DSL+Plugin
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Jenkins Dynaslaves

• Create build slaves in AWS

• Dedicated slave pools for teams

• Scale slave pools up and down on demand

• https://github.com/Netflix-Skunkworks/
dynaslave-plugin
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We wrote another Jenkins plugin called the Dynaslave plugin that allows build slaves to be spun up in Amazon EC2 with whatever 
resources you need.  The number of slaves can be scaled up and down depending on how many builds are waiting to go.
Some teams have their own dedicated slave pools so that they can run resource intensive or time consuming tests without affecting 
everyone else, or if they need a non standard EC2 instance type or software configuration.
Teams can get build slaves as soon as they need them instead of waiting for IT to get them provisioned.

https://github.com/Netflix-Skunkworks/dynaslave-plugin
https://github.com/Netflix-Skunkworks/dynaslave-plugin
https://github.com/Netflix-Skunkworks/dynaslave-plugin
https://github.com/Netflix-Skunkworks/dynaslave-plugin
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From Build to Deployment
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That covers the build side; now let’s see how those app bundles that we build get into production.
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Aminator

• Create (“bake”) AMIs

• Image contains a service and everything needed 
to run it

• Can be automatically triggered as a build step 

• https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Aminator is our tool for making Amazon Machine Images to run the application bundles produced by the build system.  We call this 
process “baking” internally and Aminator was originally known as the Bakery, but we had to rename it when we open sourced it.
Aminator takes an application package produced by our build system and turns it into an AMI that’s ready to deploy on AWS.  
Our Common Build Framework includes an Ant target that will bake a new version of a service as a final build step.  

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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How Baking is Different

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Baking - or Aminating - is a little different from the approach most organizations take to updating their services. 
Our build pipeline diagram a few slides back produced an app bundle, which is usually an rpm package ready to install onto a Linux 
server.
Most organizations using AWS would take a Generic AMI with a vanilla operating system ...
 and then use a configuration management tool like Chef or Puppet to install the app bundle plus maybe some additional system 
packages, and tweak the configuration. 
Netflix uses the AMI itself as the unit of deployment.  We “bake” the app bundle on top of a base AMI that contains common Netflix 
services, and spin up a brand new set of EC2 instances based on the new AMI.     

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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How Baking is Different

Traditional:
•launch OS
•install packages
•install app

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Baking - or Aminating - is a little different from the approach most organizations take to updating their services. 
Our build pipeline diagram a few slides back produced an app bundle, which is usually an rpm package ready to install onto a Linux 
server.
Most organizations using AWS would take a Generic AMI with a vanilla operating system ...
 and then use a configuration management tool like Chef or Puppet to install the app bundle plus maybe some additional system 
packages, and tweak the configuration. 
Netflix uses the AMI itself as the unit of deployment.  We “bake” the app bundle on top of a base AMI that contains common Netflix 
services, and spin up a brand new set of EC2 instances based on the new AMI.     

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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How Baking is Different

Generic AMI

Instance

Traditional:
•launch OS
•install packages
•install app

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Baking - or Aminating - is a little different from the approach most organizations take to updating their services. 
Our build pipeline diagram a few slides back produced an app bundle, which is usually an rpm package ready to install onto a Linux 
server.
Most organizations using AWS would take a Generic AMI with a vanilla operating system ...
 and then use a configuration management tool like Chef or Puppet to install the app bundle plus maybe some additional system 
packages, and tweak the configuration. 
Netflix uses the AMI itself as the unit of deployment.  We “bake” the app bundle on top of a base AMI that contains common Netflix 
services, and spin up a brand new set of EC2 instances based on the new AMI.     

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Baking - or Aminating - is a little different from the approach most organizations take to updating their services. 
Our build pipeline diagram a few slides back produced an app bundle, which is usually an rpm package ready to install onto a Linux 
server.
Most organizations using AWS would take a Generic AMI with a vanilla operating system ...
 and then use a configuration management tool like Chef or Puppet to install the app bundle plus maybe some additional system 
packages, and tweak the configuration. 
Netflix uses the AMI itself as the unit of deployment.  We “bake” the app bundle on top of a base AMI that contains common Netflix 
services, and spin up a brand new set of EC2 instances based on the new AMI.     

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Baking - or Aminating - is a little different from the approach most organizations take to updating their services. 
Our build pipeline diagram a few slides back produced an app bundle, which is usually an rpm package ready to install onto a Linux 
server.
Most organizations using AWS would take a Generic AMI with a vanilla operating system ...
 and then use a configuration management tool like Chef or Puppet to install the app bundle plus maybe some additional system 
packages, and tweak the configuration. 
Netflix uses the AMI itself as the unit of deployment.  We “bake” the app bundle on top of a base AMI that contains common Netflix 
services, and spin up a brand new set of EC2 instances based on the new AMI.     

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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How Baking is Different

Generic AMI

Instance

Traditional:
•launch OS
•install packages
•install app

Netflix:
•launch OS+app

https://github.com/Netflix/aminator
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Baking - or Aminating - is a little different from the approach most organizations take to updating their services. 
Our build pipeline diagram a few slides back produced an app bundle, which is usually an rpm package ready to install onto a Linux 
server.
Most organizations using AWS would take a Generic AMI with a vanilla operating system ...
 and then use a configuration management tool like Chef or Puppet to install the app bundle plus maybe some additional system 
packages, and tweak the configuration. 
Netflix uses the AMI itself as the unit of deployment.  We “bake” the app bundle on top of a base AMI that contains common Netflix 
services, and spin up a brand new set of EC2 instances based on the new AMI.     
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How Baking is Different

Generic AMI

Instance

Traditional:
•launch OS
•install packages
•install app

Netflix:
•launch OS+app

App AMI Instance
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Linux Base AMI (CentOS or Ubuntu)

Java (JDK 6 or 7)

Tomcat

Optional 
Apache

Monitoring

Log Rotation 
to S3

Appdynamics 
Machine 
Agent

Appdynamics 
App Agent

monitoring

Application war file, base 
servlet, platform, interface 

jars for dependent 
services

GC and 
thread 
dump 
logging

Healthcheck, status 
servlets, JMX interface, 

Servo autoscale
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Here is what goes onto our base AMI
System services
JVM services
Most services run under Tomcat, and our base AMI provides Tomcat itself plus the platform library that provides common APIs for all 
Netflix services, the dependency libraries for a service’s interfaces, and finally the service itself.
Standard apps for monitoring and diagnostics as well as the servers themselves
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At Netflix, the AMI is the unit of 
deployment.
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Because we don’t have any configuration that happens after our instances are started, we reduce startup time and remove the 
dependency on a Chef or Puppet server.
That’s very important for being able to deploy changes quickly and roll them back rapidly.
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Asgard
• Web UI and REST API for service deployment 

and management

• Manage ASGs, ELBs, security groups, ...

• Application -> cluster -> ASG

• Rapid deployment and rollback

• Available to all engineers

• https://github.com/Netflix/asgard
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Asgard is our client for managing the AWS services involved in running a Netflix service, via a UI or scripted via a REST API.
Asgard layers a couple of new concepts on top of AWS’ autoscaling groups.  An application is a basic definition of a Netflix service.  Each 
application has one or more clusters, and each cluster has one or more autoscaling groups, each ASG running a different version of the 
service.  An application may have multiple clusters, for example in our test environment and our production environment, or in multiple 
AWS regions.   
Any engineer (in fact anyone with a login on Netflix‘ single signon system) can use Asgard to deploy to production.  You do have to enter 
a change request number to make production changes, and you do have to start up an instance in our test AWS account with a new AMI 
before you can instantiate it in production.    

https://github.com/Netflix/asgard
https://github.com/Netflix/asgard
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Red / Black Deployment
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The standard way to deploy a new version of your service via Asgard is what we call “red / black” deployment.  Given an existing ASG in 
your cluster, Asgard can create a new ASG which will default to the same number of instances; all you have to specify is the AMI with the 
new version, although you can access advanced options to change other parameters such as the EC2 instance type.   
Once you’ve created your new ASG, you can use Asgard to switch traffic to it (most services run behind an Elastic Load Balancer) and then 
turn off the old ASG when you’re happy that the new version is behaving correctly.  Some teams will make the new ASG have a small 
number of instances initially and monitor it extra carefully for a while, then scale it up to full capacity when they’re happy.  We call this 
“canary deployment”.
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Netflix has moved the 
granularity from the 

instance to the cluster.
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With Asgard, we’ve made the cluster the basic entity that has to be managed for deployments.  This drastically reduces the deployment 
and maintenance effort for Netflix services, compared to managing individual servers.
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Simple Service Setup Effort
• Write the code (variable :-))

• 15 minutes to write a build file and define 
dependencies

• 15 mins to create a Jenkins build, 2 to 10 mins 
to run it

• 5 mins to bake an AMI

• 10 mins to deploy in test, another 10 for prod
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So to summarize, here’s how much effort it would take to set up a simple Netflix service using our build and deployment pipeline.  More 
complex services could take longer, especially in instance startup time, and this doesn’t take account of longer running integration tests 
that you might need to verify new versions of your service, but hopefully you get the idea.
Many teams at Netflix now automate this whole process up to the point of deploying in our test environment.  
They usually have a manual approval step for deploying in production once testing is successful, but we’re starting to work on tools to 
automate that final decision making as well, paving the way to true continuous deployment. 
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Just a quick reminder...

(Some of) Netflix is open source:

https://github.com/netflix
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Go to the Netflix GitHub page to see not only the tools I’ve mentioned today, but also many of the components of our streaming service 
and data analysis platform.  We’re continually adding more, with a view to becoming a standard platform as a service.

https://github.com/netflix
https://github.com/netflix
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https://github.com/Netflix/Cloud-Prize/wiki
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On that topic, I also wanted to mention the Netflix Cloud Prize.  We want to encourage contributions to our OSS platform, and there are 
many different ways to do that including making a service run on a different cloud platform, fixing bugs, writing an app that makes use 
of multiple Netflix services, even making the best improvements to our documentation.  There are some pretty significant prizes to be 
won, so head over to the link or find me later for more info.  
Feel free to pick up some CloudPrize stickers from me, too ! 

https://github.com/Netflix/Cloud-Prize/wiki
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Thank You !

Email: gbowles@{gmail,netflix}.com

Twitter: @garethbowles

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/garethbowles
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You can contact me in one of these ways,
 or ask your question now.

thanks again

mailto:jedberg@reddit.com
mailto:jedberg@reddit.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jedberg
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jedberg

